Since the fire causes serious disasters, fire detection has been an important study to protect human life. Based on the deficiencies of existing fire detection on real-time and monitoring accuracy, the wireless sensor network technique for fire detection was introduced and needed. In this paper, we proposed the fire detection algorithm in video sequences on wireless sensor network. The proposed fire detection algorithm processes visual information acquired through static camera that lets us incorporate the algorithm to CCTV surveillance system, and therefore does not require an additional expanses on conventional fire sensors. Fire detection method based on motion information, any input image, is compared to background in order to identify foreground. Background is statistically modeled by mixture of Gaussians. To detect the foreground of video sequences, the proposed color detection algorithm was performed in RGB space. The procedure of algorithm eliminates all objects that do not fulfill color requirements without fire-like objects. And the change map and blob's area are computed, change map shows temporal variation of pixel between two consecutive binary frames, and percentage area increase or decrease characterizes a fire property for swinging.
Introduction
The fire is considered as one of the important and indispensable resources. In view of the conventional fire detection, it is necessary to bring in a new method for effective fire detection with higher false rates. One of the most important tasks for applications based on visual information, such as video surveillance systems, intrusion detection system, activity monitoring, and object tracking, aims to identify events of fire occurrence in a variety of situations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In addition, it is important to inform the related department of the actual conditions of fire outbreak immediately on wireless sensor network. Fire detection applications based on CCTV cameras exploit a surveillance network that is already widely used in public areas. This is particularly useful in areas such as smart home network and forest fire prevention, where conventional fire detectors cannot be used [1, 3, 6] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The following section gives the related works of wireless sensor network and fire detection. Section 3 describes the proposed fire detection algorithms. It discusses the method and subalgorithms used for fire detection in a video sequence with details. Section 4 presents the result of experiments and algorithm's comparison with algorithm proposed by [5] . Section 5 is devoted to conclusion and pointing on some further issues.
Related Works
In this section, we enumerate the various problems and challenges related to the task of fire detection on the wireless sensor network. Most of the proposed techniques for fire-like object detection rely on RGB color information [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [7] [8] [9] to detect the fire, while calculating the changed map detection.
Wireless Sensor Network.
Wireless sensor network [10] [11] [12] [13] is emerging field and now becoming very attractive. Authors in [14] have focused on human activity recognition. The human activity recognition is a component which is used to provide real-time data management, to human activities are detected and to manipulate the detected activities. Authors in [15, 16] have presented an integration of 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks wireless sensor networks and cloud computing for U-life care. And the University of California at Berkeley took the lead research on wireless sensor networks for the application of monitoring forest fires, and developed the fire bug system [17] . Washington University scholars also launched a study in wireless sensor networks and used the mobile agents to find the fire source, which made the network with greater flexibility [18] .
As shown in Figure 1 , application layer gateway is needed to cost effectively deliver the sensor data from the link layer of wireless sensor network protocol to the network layer of IP protocol over the Internet.
Fire Detection.
There are a lot of fire detection systems that used different rules to define fire objects in video sequence.
An overview of fire detection algorithms is given in [1] , and the different concepts have been introduced to combat lightening conditions, image quality, and scene complexity. Moreover, the number of solution based on different fire features has been introduced recently.
Color information was previously used in many fire detection algorithms [2-5, 7, 19-22] . Motion information is also used to classify fire regions. A moving object detection algorithm in the preprocessing phase was employed to raise an alarm for possible fire in video [3] . Authors in [5] suggested another flame and smoke detection method in tunnel environments based on image difference and elimination stationary and moving lightening areas. In order to distinguish fire-like objects from true fire, a flame flicker identification technique based on statistical frequency counting was proposed [19] . Additional procedure that registers permanent changes was employed to overcome long-time changes [22] . Also, wavelet based fire detection method in video was developed by [8, 9] . Figure 2 shows the general flow for fire detection.
The Proposed Fire Detection Algorithm
The proposed fire detection algorithm consists of three subalgorithms: detection of moving pixels or regions in the current frame of a video, color detection of moving pixels, and blob analysis. The outline of proposed method is given below in Figure 3 .
Background/Foreground
Modeling. The raw input video is changed in a form that can be used and conformed to any algorithm's goal and capability of acquisition device. For foreground detection we have to choose a proper algorithm of background subtraction; a background model is a crucial task in the algorithm. Background modeling is a statistical description of the current background scene. In the algorithm, each background pixel was modeled by using a mixture of three Gaussians (MoG). MoG is parametric method and its parameters are adaptively updated that makes it more and more popular. Nonadaptive methods accumulated errors over the time without manual reinitialization and that makes nonadaptive methods useful only in scenes with no significant changes. Besides MoG can maintain multimodal changes, which is particularly useful in outdoor scenes. A background pixel in a video frame is modeled as a random variable that follows the Gaussian distribution as in the following:
where is the number of distributions and determined by the available memory and computational power, , is a weight associated with the th Gaussian at time with mean , and standard deviation is the covariance matrix of the th Gaussian in the mixture at time , and is a Gaussian probability density function. There are typically 3-5 distributions per pixel as in the following:
And (3) assumes for computational reasons that the covariance matrix is to be of the form
The distribution of recently observed values of each pixel in the scene is modeled by a MoG. That assumption lets us avoid some costly processing data at the expense of accuracy. Then each input pixel is compared to the means , −1 to find their associated component̂as in (4). If the absolute difference between the pixel and mean less than the component's standard deviation scaled by factor , the component̂is considered as matched, otherwise unmatched:
defines a small positive deviation threshold. is a constant and is equal to the scalar 2.5 [6, 7, 23] . If none of the distributions match the current pixel value, the least probable distribution is replaced with a distribution with the current value as its mean value and initially high variance ( and are unchanged) and low prior weight (the weights decrease exponentially). The weights are replaced with the following:
where is constant learning rate of the background. The learning rates handle the adaptation rate with a compromise between being fast enough to adapt to changes and slow enough to store useful temporal history. At fast adaptation rate, the distribution quickly becomes dominated by a single Gaussian. is a user-defined learning rated with 0 ≤ ≤ 1 [24] . In other papers = or set manually [6, 23, 25] , where is the learning rate for the parameters and can be approximated as follows:
The parameters of the distribution which matches the new observation are updated as follows: 
Once the parameters maintenance is made, foreground/background detection can be made and so on. The background model is then the first components (in order of highest to lowest , / , ), whose weight is above the threshold. Higher-rank components have low variances and high probabilities, which are typical characteristics of background. The component is the maximum number of components in the background model and reflects the number of modes we expect in the background probability distribution function. Pixels that do not match any components determined to be in the background model are considered to be foreground [23] . Figure 4 shows the process of background and foreground detection using MoG.
Fire detection algorithm requires defining and segmenting with maximum accuracy motion information, caused by fire. Table 1 is the list of parameters used in Figure 4 . Fire detection algorithm requires defining and segmenting with maximum accuracy motion information, caused by fire. In this paper, we employs only color video input. The underlying foundation algorithm uses Mixture of Gaussian for background subtraction and background modeling.
Color Detection.
Color information is often used in visual applications (face detection, food industry application, and number of quality control applications) in order to define objects more precisely: color information gives robust information that cannot be distorted by rotations and scaling and therefore does not require complex or time-consuming preprocessing. With complimentary features, color can be a powerful tool in image processing applications.
To identify fire-like colored objects, we developed color model similar to [20, 22] . First rule, pixel values in a red channel are greater than mean of pixels of red channel as shown in (8):
where ( , ) is the pixel intensity value at time in spatial location of ( , ). In (9), mean is the mean of red channel pixels intensity values. Second rule, pixels in red channel are supposed to be greater than pixels in green channel, and pixels in green channel are supposed to be greater than pixels in blue channel as follows:
( , ) > ( , ) > ( , ) .
Pixels which match the first rule and second rule are considered to be fire-like colored as shown in the following:
In order to perform fire-like region detection, a database of different resolutions images with the fire was collected and then color detection algorithm was implemented with (9) . Formula (11) shows that the pixel has likely fire-like color if its intensity value in a red channel is greater than the mean of red channel pixel intensity values.
Blob Analysis.
A blob is a region of connected pixels that are consolidated into a structure. In a binary image, pixels in the background have values equal to zero and every nonzero pixel is part of a binary object. Blob analysis aims to detect blobs and make measurements that give information about object in an image. The goal of the proposed algorithm is to make a decision whether each visible object is fire or not. For this one the proposed algorithm uses blob analysis for calculating statistics for labeled regions in a binary image.
Fires with changes (foreground objects) detected by background/foreground model in Section 3.1 are converted to binary image, where "0" represents background. Then dilation and opening with structural element were performed as in (12) and (13):
where is the image with detected changes, is the empty state, is the structuring element
where is the foreground image after dilation and is structural element 3 by 3. After all, the hole-filling algorithm based on morphological reconstruction was used to fill all holes in detected foreground. The fire has a property to swing; its area changes significantly in consecutive frames.
To determine the percentage of object's area increase, area of binary blobs is detected for all input images by (14)- (16) :
where , +1 are input images converted to binary representation with threshold value (= 230);
where CM is change map, and is threshold value that equal to 30. diff is a binary image difference between consecutive frames. Finally, it is possible to detect the fire by the following:
In order to improve output, morphological operations (dilation, removing all isolated pixels, performing an interior fill operation, setting all pixel to 1 if all four-connected pixels are 1) are applied to Fire( , ).
Experimental Results
To evaluate fire detection algorithm, several tests on still images and video sequences were performed. In order to demonstrate algorithm's performance, indoors video sequence with ignited New Year tree with 122 frames and human motion in-doors 150 frames were chosen.
The proposed algorithm was implemented by using Mat-lab7; the test was performed on Intel Processor 2.83 HGz, 1.98 Gb of RAM. We acquired RGB video sequence with fire indoors as shown Figure 5 .
The proposed algorithm was implemented as described in (1)- (15) . The detected foreground pixels can have any values. Therefore, pixels are validated through color detection procedure as described in (8)-(10) in order to define fire-like objects. The proposed algorithm eliminates all objects that do not fulfill color requirements by [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The foreground area is detected, and then boundaries were constructed as shown in Figures 6 and 7 . All fire-like areas are considered to be fire candidates. Here, algorithm detects not only fire, but also fire reflections on the wall from explosion, because they have motion and fire-like color; also false positives can give standard lamp which has bright regions and fire explosion. To overcome this, all objects, whose connected area in pixels is less than some predefined threshold, are removed; threshold is defined experimentally. That helps to improve output result. For performance comparison, algorithm proposed by [5] was chosen. For verification of lights during fire pattern verification, authors in [5] have to select the reference image of normal state. They make binary image which represents the region of pixel values which are bigger than the predetermined threshold of RGB for consecutive input image and reference image. Then, they calculate differences between those input image and reference image by the following:
Equation (17) shows the binary image of the normal state image ( , ) and the input image ( , ) with the threshold value . The difference of obtained binary image through (17) is calculated by (18) . Figure 8 shows its implementation and approach of [5] 
By (12)-(16), we calculate the change map between frames as shown in Figure 9 . The change map indicates area changes and binary changes between consecutive frames. Then Figure 10 is made the fire object after morphological operations by the blob analysis. Figure 11 shows the results of fire detection which is detected by the method of [5] and proposed algorithm. Figure 11 (a) presents the result of fire detection algorithm that was introduced by [5] , and Figure 11(b) is the output of proposed fire detection algorithm.
In order to have a quantitative evaluation of the performance, we have selected frames with no fire (Human motion, 150 frames) and within fire (Ignited New Year Tree, 122 frames) and evaluated next characteristics: (vi) NFD (nonfire detection): percentage of frames with no fire that were correctly undetected:
(vii) Overall: percentage of frames that was correctly detected by algorithm:
The performance of algorithm is shown in Tables 2 and 3 . It shows the percentage of detected frames with fire, nonfire, and overall performance of algorithm.
Conclusions
Wireless sensor network technology has greater advantage, and there are prospects for fire monitoring. The fire detection on wireless sensor networks, also, is still in the laboratory stage. In this paper, we proposed the color model that based the fire detection algorithm in video sequences on wireless sensor network. The proposed algorithm uses Gaussian mixture model for background modeling and background subtraction for detecting foregrounds. Fire has many different International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 9 Figure 10 : The morphological operation results of Figure 9 .
(a) Fire detection by [5] (b) Fire detection by proposed algorithm Figure 11 : The results of [5] and proposed fire detection.
features that researchers use in their detection system, and color information gives useful data for video based fire detection. We have implemented color detection algorithm in RGB color space. Because color alone is not enough, we consider object's area growth in consecutive. Temporal variation for each pixel is estimated, for each fire-like colored object whose motion significantly differs from background and whose area changes frame-by-frame boundary box is constructed. The method can detect fire in video sequences that were acquired by static camera and can be useful in surveillance visual systems based on CCTV cameras in order to prevent fire damages on wireless sensor network.
